A set of syntax requirements of Message Sequence Charts is discussed and formalized. The formalization is syntax-directed and based on functions and predicates.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to discuss the syntax requirements of Message Sequence Charts. The description of the syntax requirements as presented in Recommendation Z. 120 CCI92] is open to ambiguous interpretation and should therefore be reconsidered. A new set of syntax requirements is formulated and their formalization is presented. This formalization is based on predicates and functions. Sequence Charts are a widespread means for the description and speci cation of selected system runs within distributed systems with asynchronous communication, especially telecommunication systems. Other areas for application of Sequence Charts are as an overview language of a service o ered by a number of entities, a requirements statement for SDL speci cations, simulation and validation, selection and speci cation of test cases, formal speci cation of communication, and interface speci cation. Within industry Sequence Charts are used mainly as a test case description language. Various kinds of Sequence Charts are used although they di er on minor points only. We mention the following: Extended Sequence Charts GR89], Time Sequence Diagrams ISO91], Arrow Diagrams CCI88], Information Flow Diagrams CCHvK90], Synchronous Interworkings MvWW93, MW93] and . For a comparison of these languages we refer to GGR]. To enhance tool support, feasibility of Sequence Chart exchange between tools, and harmonization of the use of Sequence Charts within CCITT Study Groups, a standardization of such Sequence Charts was proposed by the CCITT (nowadays called the ITU (International Telecommunication Union)). The recommended version of Sequence Charts is called Message Sequence Charts.
The need for a formal semantics became evident since even experts in the eld of Message Sequence Charts could not always agree on the interpretation of speci c features. Furthermore validation of computer tools for Message Sequence Charts only makes sense if an exact meaning is available. Finally a formal semantics will help to harmonize the use of Message Sequence Charts. A formal semantics based on process algebra is proposed for standardization in MR94b] . Other approaches towards the de nition of a formal semantics are based on automaton theory LL92b, LL92a, LL94] , Petri net theory GGR93], and process algebra dM93, MR94a, MvWW93, MW93] . The paper is structured as follows. In the next section a short introduction to Message Sequence Charts is given. In Section 3 we recapitulate some basic notions on relations and multisets. Those will be used frequently in Section 4. In Section 4 the syntax requirements of Message Sequence Charts are discussed and formalized. Section 5 contains a discussion and some pointers towards future research. Section 6 contains the de nition of a number of functions needed in the formalization of Section 4.
Message Sequence Charts

Introduction
This section contains an introduction to Message Sequence Charts. First the core language of Message Sequence Charts is introduced. This core language is called Basic Message Sequence Charts. A Basic Message Sequence Chart concentrates on communications and local actions only. These are the features encountered in most languages comparable to Message Sequence Charts as mentioned in the previous section. After the introduction of Basic Message Sequence Charts the other primitives incorporated in the language of Message Sequence Charts are introduced. These primitives are conditions, timer handling, process creation and process termination, coregions, and instance decomposition. With respect to instance decomposition, the syntax used in this paper deviates slightly from the syntax presented in Recommendation Z.120 CCI92].
Basic Message Sequence Charts
A Basic Message Sequence Chart is a nite collection of instances. An instance is an abstract entity on which message outputs, message inputs and local actions may be speci ed. An instance is denoted by a vertical axis. The time along each axis is running from top to bottom. The events speci ed on an instance are totally ordered in time; no notion of global time is assumed. No two events on an instance are executed at the same time. An instance is labelled with a name, the instance name. This name is placed above the axis representing the instance. A local action is denoted by a box on the axis with the action text placed in it. A message between two instances is represented by an arrow which starts at the sending instance and ends at the receiving instance. A message is split into a message output and a message input. A message sent by an instance to the environment is represented by an arrow from the sending instance to the exterior of the Message Sequence Chart. A message received from the environment is represented by an arrow from the exterior of the Message Sequence Chart to the receiving instance. A message may be labelled with a parameter list. The parameter list is denoted between brackets after the message name.
Example 2.2.1 Consider the messages m1, m2, m3 and m4 in Figure 1 . Message m0 is sent to the environment. The behaviour of the environment is not speci ed. For instance i2 also a local action a is de ned. The only dependencies between the timing of the instances come from the restriction that a message must be sent before it is consumed. In Figure 1 this implies that message m3 is received by i4 only after it has been sent by i3, and, consequently, after the consumption of m2 by i3. Thus the events concerning m1 and m3 are ordered in time, while for the events of m4 and m3 no order is speci ed apart from the requirement that the output of a message occurs before its input. The execution of a local action is only restricted by the ordering of events on the instance it is de ned on. The second Basic Message Sequence Chart in Figure 1 de nes the same Basic Message Sequence Chart (from a semantic point of view), but in an alternative drawing. Because of the asynchronous communication, it would even be possible to rst send m3, then send and receive m4, and nally receive m3. Another consequence of this mode of communication is that overtaking of messages is allowed, as expressed in Figure 2 . Although the application of Message Sequence Charts is mainly focussed on the graphical representation, they have a concrete textual syntax. This representation was originally intended for exchanging Message Sequence Charts between computer tools only, but in this document it is used for the discussion and formalization of the syntax requirements. The textual representation of a Basic Message Sequence Chart is instance oriented. This means that a Basic Message Sequence Chart is de ned by specifying the behaviour of all instances. A message output is denoted by \out m1 to i2;" and a message input by \in m1 from i1;". The Basic Message Sequence Charts of Figure 1 have the following textual representation. msc example1; instance i1; out m0 to env; out m1 to i2; in m4 from i2; endinstance; instance i2; in m1 from i1; out m2 to i3; action a; out m4 to i1; endinstance; instance i3; in m2 from i2; out m3 to i4; endinstance; instance i4; in m3 from i3; endinstance; endmsc;
In the graphical representation the correspondence between message outputs and message inputs is given by the arrow construction. In the textual representation this correspondence is given by message identi er identi cation. The grammar de ning the textual syntax of Basic Message Sequence Charts is given in Table 1 . The nonterminals <at>, <inst name>, <kn>, <min>, <mn>, <msc name>, and <par name> represent identi ers. The symbol <> denotes the empty string. The following identi ers are reserved keywords: action, block, endinstance, endmsc, endtext, env, from, in, inst, instance, msc, out, process, service, system, text, and to. The nonterminal <text> represents an arbitrary text. The language generated by a nonterminal X in the grammar of Table 1 will be denoted by 
Conditions
A condition describes a state referring to a (non-empty) subset of instances speci ed in the Message Sequence Chart. Conditions are used for documentation purposes in the sense of comments or illustrations. In case of a whole set of Message Sequence Charts conditions determine possible continuations of Message Sequence Charts by means of condition identi cation.
Example 2.3.1 In the graphical representation a condition is represented by a hexagon that is placed on top of the instances it refers to. If a condition crosses an instance axis which is not involved in the condition the instance axis is drawn through the condition. A condition is labelled with a condition name that is placed inside the hexagon. In Figure 3 a Message Sequence Chart with three conditions is given. Conditions C 1 refers to all instances, C 2 refers to instance i and C 3 refers to instances i and k. In the textual representation the condition has to be de ned on every instance it refers to using the reserved keyword condition together with the condition name. If the condition refers to several instances then the reserved keyword shared together with the instance list denotes the set of all instances with which the condition is shared. If the condition refers to all instances of the chart, the instance list may be replaced by the reserved keyword all. In Table 2 the rules for the extension with conditions are given. The nonterminal <cn> represents an identi er. The identi ers all, condition and shared are reserved keywords. 
Timer handling
In Message Sequence Charts, either the setting of a timer and its subsequent timeout due to timer expiration or the setting of a timer and its subsequent timer reset (time supervision) may be speci ed. The setting of a timer is denoted by a small rectangle placed against the instance axis, a timeout is represented by an arrow from the timer set symbol to the axis, and a timer reset is represented by a modi ed timeout symbol with a dashed arrow. A timer event is labelled by an identi er, the timer name, that is placed aside the small rectangle. The setting of a timer may be labelled with an identi er for the duration, the duration name. The duration name is placed between brackets after the timer name. A timer event is local to the instance it is speci ed on.
Example 2.4.1 In Figure 4 on instance i the setting of a timer T with duration d and its subsequent timer reset are speci ed, and on instance j the setting of a timer T and its subsequent timeout are speci ed. In the graphical representation the correspondence between a timer set and a timer reset or timeout is given by the connection of the begin of the timer reset or timeout symbol to the rectangle representing the timer set. In the textual representation the correspondence between timer set and timer reset or timeout is given by timer identi er identi cation. The setting of a timer with identi er T is denoted by \set T;" and the corresponding reset by \reset T;" and timeout by \timeout T;". The grammar in Table 2 is extended with the rules in Table 3 . The nonterminals <dn>, <tin>, and <tn> represent identi ers. The identi ers reset, set, and timeout are reserved keywords. The Message Sequence Chart in Figure 4 is represented as follows. 
Process creation and process termination
In the language of Message Sequence Charts a primitive is incorporated for the dynamic creation of an instance by another instance. Such a creation is denoted by a dashed arrow from the creating instance to the top symbol of the created instance. As was the case for communication events, a create event may be labelled with a parameter list. An instance can terminate by executing a process stop event. Execution of a process stop is allowed only as a last event in the description of an instance. A process stop is denoted by replacing the bottom symbol of the instance by a cross.
Example 2.5.1 In Figure 5 a Message Sequence Chart with three instances is given. Instance i creates instance j , instance k sends a message m to instance j , and instance j receives the message m from instance k after it is created and then terminates. In the textual representation the creation of an instance with name j is denoted by \create j;" and the termination of an instance by \stop;". The grammar is extended with the rules in Table 4 . The identi ers create and stop are reserved keywords. The textual representation of the Message Sequence Chart in Figure 5 is as follows. 
Coregions
So far the events speci ed on an instance were totally ordered in time. To enable the speci cation of unordered events on an instance the coregion is introduced. A coregion is a dashed part of the instance axis for which the events speci ed within that part are assumed to be unordered in time. Within a coregion only communication events may be speci ed.
Example 2.6.1 In Figure 6 an instance with a coregion is speci ed which contains an input of message m and an output of a message n. These two events are not ordered in time, but they are executed after the output of message k and before the input of message l. On instance j the events are totally ordered in time. In the textual notation a coregion is denoted by a list of the message events speci ed within the coregion started with the reserved keyword concurrent and ended by the reserved keyword endconcurrent. In Table 5 the rules for the extension with coregions are given. The textual representation of the Message Sequence Chart in Figure 6 is as follows. msc coregion; instance i; out k to j; concurrent in m from j; out n to j; endconcurrent; in l from j; endinstance; instance j; in k from i; out m to i; in n from i; out l to i; endinstance; endmsc;
Instance decomposition
Since charts can be rather complex, there is a need for the decomposition of one instance by a set of instances de ned in another chart. By means of the keyword decomposed placed in the top symbol of the instance a chart with the same name may be attached to that instance. This chart represents a decomposition of the instance without a ecting its observable behaviour. The decomposition of an instance into a chart must not a ect the ordering of the communication events de ned on the decomposed instance. There is no formal mapping between non-communication events speci ed in the chart and the events speci ed on the decomposed instance.
Example 2.7.1 In Figure 7 a document with two charts is speci ed. In the textual representation, an instance that is decomposed is labelled with the reserved keyword decomposed. Because of the decomposition primitive a complete description consists of a collection of charts. Such a collection of charts is called a Message Sequence Chart document. In the remaining part of this paper we will speak of a document instead of a Message Sequence Chart document. A document may contain more than one chart. In Table 6 the rules for the extension with instance decomposition are given. The nonterminals <doc name> and <sdl ref> represent identi ers. The identi ers decomposed, endmscdocument, mscdocument, and related are reserved keywords. Since the di erence between Message Sequence Charts and Sub Message Sequence Charts is only in this respect, we have chosen to consider only one type of chart. This type of chart is allowed to represent a decomposition of an instance. In no way, this restriction implies that our treatment of the syntax requirements does not cover the essentials of the complete standardized language.
Concrete textual syntax for Message Sequence Charts
In Table 7 an overview of the textual syntax for Message Sequence Charts, as introduced piecewise in the previous sections, is presented. The textual syntax for Message Sequence Charts used is di erent from the textual syntax as given by Recommendation Z.120 CCI92]. The most important di erences are the use of shorter names for nonterminals, and the removal of the operator *. The reason for the removal of the operator * is that this operator does not support the use of inductively de ned functions on the languages generated by nonterminals. Also, as was mentioned before, the nonterminal for Sub Message Sequence Charts (<submsc>) is left out.
The nonterminals <at>, <cn>, <dn>, <inst name>, <kn>, <min>, <mn>, <msc name>, <par name>, <text>, <tin>, and <tn> represent identi ers. The symbol <> denotes the empty string. The following identi ers are the reserved keywords: action, all, block, concurrent, condition, create, decomposed, endconcurrent, endinstance, endmsc, endmscdocument, endtext, env, from, in, inst, instance, msc, mscdocument, out, process, related, reset, service, set, shared, stop, system, text, timeout, and to. 
Preliminaries
Before we turn to the discussion and formalization of the syntax requirements of Message Sequence Charts, we rst introduce some basic notions on relations and multisets. Those will be used frequently in the formalization. A binary relation on a set A is a subset of A A. In this paper we will only consider binary relations. Therefore the adjective binary is left implicit in the remainder. Next, we introduce some special kinds of relations. These are all well known from literature. Let R A A be a relation.
1) The relation R is called re exive if for all a 2 A: (a; a) 2 R.
2) The relation R is called symmetric 6) The relation R is called an equivalence relation if it is re exive, symmetric, and transitive. 7) The relation R is called a partial order if it is re exive, asymmetric, and transitive. If the equivalence relation is omitted, the equality = is the intended equivalence relation.
4 Requirements for Message Sequence Charts
Introduction
In this section the syntax requirements for well-formedness of Message Sequence Charts are discussed. Each syntax requirement is explained informally and stated in english phrases. Then a formalization of the requirements is obtained by using functions and predicates. Some auxiliary functions needed in formalizing the syntax requirements are de ned seperately in Section 6.
Uniqueness of instance names
A chart consists of a nite number of instances. An instance is referenced through its name. Therefore, it must be possible to determine an instance on basis of its name. Consider for example the following chart. msc example1; instance i; out m(p) to env; endinstance; instance j; create i(r); endinstance; instance i; out n(q) to env; endinstance; endmsc;
The chart contains two instances with name i. Therefore, it is not clear which of the two is created by instance j . Therefore, the following syntax requirement is formulated.
Within a chart there must not be two or more instances with the same name.
Note that there is no problem with instances with the same name in the graphical representation. In the remainder of this section this requirement will be formalized. We de ne an equivalence on instance de nitions which identi es instances with the same name.
The function InstName associates to an instance de nition its instance name. Its de nition is given in Section 6. From the fact that = is an equivalence on L(<inst name>), it follows immediately that _ is an equivalence on L(<inst def>).
The syntax requirement speci es that there must not be two or more instances with the same name within a chart. This means that there must not be two or more instances which are _-equivalent. Using the function AllInsts (see Section 6) which associates to a chart the multiset containing all its instance de nitions, the formalization amounts to testing whether this multiset contains two or more instances which are _-equivalent. 
Chart interface rule
A chart consists of a chart head and a chart body. In turn, the chart head consists of a chart name and optionally a chart interface. The chart interface is considered an overview of the instances which are speci ed within the chart body. It is required that the information listed in the chart interface equals the information given in the heads of the instances. Moreover, the chart interface may not contain more than one entry for every instance. Consider, for example, the following chart. msc example; inst i, i, k:process x; instance i; out m to j; endinstance; instance j; in m from i; out n to k; endinstance; instance k; in n from j; endinstance; endmsc;
The chart interface has two entries for instance i, no entry for instance j , and one entry for instance k which contains information not speci ed within the chart body. The syntax requirement is formulated as follows.
If a Message Sequence Chart interface is speci ed for a chart, then it must contain exactly one entry for every instance that is speci ed within the body of that chart. Moreover, the entry in the Message Sequence Chart interface must contain the same information as speci ed in the head of the instance with that name.
The information the Message Sequence Chart interface and the instance heads give about an instance may consist of the instance name and the instance kind. A type InstInfo is de ned which structures this information in a tuple.
De nition 4.3.1. The type InstInfo is given by
For a nonterminal X, the notation L ? (X) is used to indicate the extension of the language L(X) with the \fresh" element ? (?6 2 L(X)). In this particular de nition the element ? is used to signal the situation in which no instance kind is present. First, the information given in the chart interface will be considered. The chart interface consists of the keyword inst followed by an instance list. This instance list consists of a number of instance names optionally followed by an instance kind. A function InfoInstList is de ned which collects the information given in an instance list. Thereafter, using the previously mentioned function, a function InfoInterface is de ned which associates to a chart the information given in its chart interface. Then the informationin the heads of the instances of a chart ch is given by InfoInstHead(InstHead(i)) j i@ ?AllInsts(ch)]. The function InstHead (see Section 6) associates to an instance its head. Note that it is not necessary to use a multiset to collect the information given by the heads of the instances since the syntax requirement from the previous section guarantees that each element of the multiset occurs only once. 
Rules for messages
A message is completely determined by its sender instance, its receiver instance and its message identi er. A message can be either an internal message, i.e. a communication between instances, or an external message, i.e. a communication with the environment. A message can be represented by a triple which consists of the name of the sender instance, the name of the receiver instance and the message identi er. Such a triple representing a message will be called an abstract message. A type Msg is de ned from which the elements represent abstract messages.
De nition 4.4.1. The type Msg is de ned by
In case of a message output event the sender instance name is the name of the instance the message output is speci ed on. In case of a message input event the receiver instance name is the name of the instance the message input is speci ed on. To obtain the address speci cation and the message identi er from a given communication event the functions Address and MsgId are used. Their de nitions can be found in Section 6. Note that the type Msg also contains elements which represent messages that are sent from the environment to the environment. For example, the triple (env; env; m) represents a message with message identi er m that is sent from the environment to the environment. A message that is both sent by and received from the environment can not be speci ed within a chart. On basis of the instance de nition a communication event is speci ed within, it is possible to determine the abstract message the communication event refers to. A message output and a message input are called corresponding if both refer to the same abstract message. The rules for messages which will be discussed in this section express properties such as the unambiguous connection of message outputs and message inputs, the completeness of message speci cation, and the order in which message sending and message reception must be dealt with. First, a syntax requirement is discussed which expresses that the instances referenced by the communication events must be declared.
Referenced instances must be declared
The instances that are referenced by the communication events are given by the address speci cation of the communication events of the chart. The address speci cation of the message outputs to the environment and the message inputs from the environment do not reference an instance. Therefore, only the internal messages need to be considered. The instance head of an instance de nition contains the de nition of an instance name. The declared instances within a chart are the instances speci ed within that chart. The following syntax requirement is formulated.
Only declared instances may be referenced. 
Uniqueness rule for messages
An internal message is split into two events: a message output and a message input. In this section a naming rule for communication events is considered which guarantees that there is at most one way to connect message outputs to message inputs and vice versa. Consider for example the following chart. Within this chart it is not clear which message output corresponds to which message input. To avoid this situation a syntax requirement is formulated which guarantees that there are no two message outputs which refer to the same abstract message and that there are no two message inputs which refer to the same abstract message. Two message output events which are de ned on di erent instances cannot concern the same message. Also, two message input events which are de ned on di erent instances cannot concern the same message. Therefore, the syntax requirement is formulated as follows.
On an instance there must not be two or more message outputs with the same address speci cation and the same message identi er. On an instance there must not be two or more message inputs with the same address speci cation and the same message identi er.
First, an equivalence relation is de ned on message output events. Two message output events are output equivalent if and only if both the message identi er and the address speci cation are identical.
De nition 4.4.6. The relation L(<out>) L(<out>) is for all out; out 0 2 L(<out>) de ned by out out 0 i MsgId(out) = MsgId(out 0 )^Address(out) = Address(out 0 )
From the de nition it is clear that this relation is an equivalence on message outputs. Two message outputs which are speci ed on the same instance refer to the same abstract message if they are -equivalent. Two message outputs which are speci ed on di erent instances can not refer to the same abstract message, but they can be -equivalent. With the same approach as was used for the uniqueness of instance names, the syntax requirement is formulated as follows. 
Completeness of messages
The syntax requirement concerning the uniqueness of messages from the previous section guarantees that there is at most one way to connect message outputs and message inputs. The syntax requirement introduced in this section guarantees the existence of such a connection. Together the syntax requirements express that there is exactly one way to connect message outputs and message inputs. Consider the following chart. msc example3; instance i; out m1 to env; out m2 to j; endinstance; instance j; in m3 from env; in m4 from i; endinstance; endmsc;
Within this chart there are four communication events. Two of these speci y a communication with the environment. The other two specify a communication between instances. The syntax requirement for uniqueness of messages is satis ed by this chart. Consider the message m2 sent by instance i to instance j . For this message only the message output is speci ed. There is no corresponding message input. The following syntax requirement is formulated.
To each message output that is sent to an instance there has to be a corresponding message input speci ed on that instance. To each message input that is received from an instance there has to be a corresponding message output speci ed on that instance.
Note that this requirement only applies to messages which are exchanged between instances. Messages sent to and received from the environment are not considered. Next, predicates CorOut and CorIn are de ned which determine whether there is a corresponding message input for each message output, and vice versa. The uniqueness rule for messages assertains that such a correspondence, if it exists, is unique. 
Causal dependency of messages
A message is sent before it is consumed. Also with Message Sequence Charts, this convention is followed. This means that it is not allowed that the partial ordering of the communication events speci ed by the chart states that a message input occurs (in time) before its corresponding message output. Consider for example the following charts. in n from j; out m to i; out m to j; endinstance; endinstance; endmsc; instance j; in m from i; out n to i; endinstance; endmsc;
It is clear that the rst chart speci es that the input of message m is executed before the output of message m. For the second chart, the observation that the output of message n is preceded by the input of the same message is somewhat more di cult. The syntax requirement is formulated as follows.
It is not allowed that a message output is causally depending on its corresponding message input, directly or via other messages.
A chart speci es a partial ordering on the set of events being contained. This partial ordering restricted to communication events is described in a minimal form by the connectivity graph. The nodes of the connectivity graph represent the message output and message input events. If a node represents a message output event it is labelled with an exclamation mark (!). If a node represents a message input event it is marked with a question mark (?). Besides these labels a node is also labelled by the triple that identi es the abstract message that the communication event references. The arrows between these nodes represent the partial ordering of the communication events as speci ed by the chart. In Figure 9 the connectivity graphs of the example charts are given. In both cases it is clear that it contains a loop. Next, a function MsgEvent is de ned which, given an instance de nition, associates to a communication event a message label. This function will be used in determining the label of the node which represents a communication event.
De nition 4.4.14. First, the ordering on communication events speci ed by an instance is computed. This is done by scanning the instance body and relating those communication actions which are speci ed immediately adjoining. A function Nodes is de ned which, given an instance de nition, associates to a communication event the label of the node representing this communication event in the connectivity graph, and which associates to a coregion the labels of the nodes that represent the communication events speci ed within the coregion. Next, the set of pairs of labels is interpreted as a relation on labels. Besides the ordering on communication events speci ed explicitly by the instances, there is also the ordering between corresponding message outputs and message inputs. The relation ch ?! speci es both the ordering speci ed by the instances of the chart (as expressed by CG) and the implicit ordering on corresponding message outputs and message inputs. In terms of the connectivity graph the syntax requirement is formulated as: the connectivity graph does not contain loops or, alternatively, there must not be a path from a node to itself. Next, this formulation is translated in terms of the relation ch 
De nition 4.4.15. Let i 2 L(<inst def>
Rules for conditions
A condition describes either a global system state (global condition) referring to all instances contained in the chart or a state referring to a (non-empty) subset of all instances (nonglobal condition). In the textual representation the condition has to be de ned for each instance to which it is attached using the keyword condition together with the condition name. If the condition refers to several instances then the keyword shared together with the instance list denotes the set of instances by which the condition is shared. A global condition referring to all instances may be de ned by means of the keyword shared all. A condition is completely determined by its name and the set of the names of the instances the condition references. Therefore, a condition with name cn which refers to the instances with a name from the set I is represented by the tuple (cn; I ). Such a tuple will be called an abstract condition.
De nition 4.5.1. The type Condition is de ned by
Given the chart and the instance a condition event is de ned on, it is possible to determine the abstract condition the condition event refers to. Therefore, functions CondName (see Section 6) and CondRefInsts are de ned which determine the name of a condition event and the set of the names of the instances the condition refers to. By taking the enclosing instance de nition and chart of a condition event into consideration it is possible to determine these instance names. In the de nition of the function CondRefInsts the function SharedInstSet, which associates to a shared instance list the set containing all instance names listed, is used. CondRefInsts(ch; i)(condition cn shared list;) = fInstName(i)g SharedInstSet(list) Next, a function Cond is de ned which, given a chart and an instance de nition, associates to a condition event the abstract condition it refers to.
De nition 4.5.3. Let ch 2 L(<msc>) and let i 2 L(<inst def>). The function Cond(ch; i) : L(<condition>) ! Condition is for all c 2 L(<condition>) de ned by In the remainder of this section two syntax requirements for conditions will be considered. These are the reference to declared instances, and the completeness of condition speci cation.
Referenced instances must be declared
If a condition event contains a shared instance list, it references the instances listed therein. The syntax requirement from Section 4.4.1 is repeated for conditions.
Only declared instances may be referenced.
A function Speci edInsts is de ned which associates to a condition event the names of all instances listed in its shared instance list. If the condition event does not have a shared instance list, the empty set is taken. 
Completeness of condition de nitions
For each instance that is referenced by a condition there has to be a condition event speci ed on that instance. For example, if a chart speci es a reference to a condition (C; I ), then all instances of the set I must have a condition event refering to this condition. Since a condition can be speci ed more than once within a chart this is not speci c enough. Consider for example the following chart. msc example; instance i; condition C shared j; action a; condition C shared j; endinstance; instance j; condition C shared i; endinstance; endmsc;
On instance i two condition events which reference the condition (C; fi; j g) are speci ed, whereas instance j has only one condition event which references this condition . In the graphical representation it is not allowed to draw such a chart. The number of occurrences of the references to a condition should be taken into account. The syntax requirement for the completeness of condition speci cation is therefore rephrased as follows.
The number of references of an instance to a condition must be equal for all instances the condition refers to.
Next, a function SharedConds is de ned which associates to two instance de nitions the conditions both instances refer to. 4.6 Rules for process creation A create event speci es the name of the instance that is created, and optionally, a parameter list. In Section 6 a function CreateName is de ned which associates to a create event the name of the instance that is created. For the syntactic categories instance body, instance de nition, and chart the function CreateEvents (see Section 6) collects the create events speci ed on these syntactic objects. This function will be used in the formalization of the rst syntax requirement. In this section syntax requirements for the reference to instances and the uniqueness of creation are discussed and formalized.
Reference rule for instances
Each create event references exactly one instance, the instance to be created. As was the case for messages and conditions the create events may only reference instances which are declared.
Using the functions CreateName and CreateEvents the instances referenced by the create events of a chart ch are given by fCreateName(cr) j cr@ ?CreateEvents(ch)g. Using the function DeclaredInstNames from Section 4.4.1 the formulation of the syntax requirement for referencing declared instances is as follows.
De nition 4.6.1. Instance i creates instance j twice.
Within a chart two or more create events with the same name must not appear.
First, an equivalence^is de ned which identi es two create events if they refer to the same instance.
De nition 4.6.2. The relation^ L(<create>) L(<create>) is for all cr 1 ; cr 2 2 L(<create>) 
The relation between creation and messages
The creation of an instance is considered a special type of communication. In this context, the instance on which the create event is speci ed is considered the sender of the message. The instance speci ed by the create event is, implicitly, considered the receiver of the message. Moreover, the reception of the message is the rst action executed by the created instance. Therefore it must not be the case that the chart speci es that another event of the created instance preceeds the execution of the process creation event. Consider the following chart. msc example; instance i; in m from j; create j; endinstance; instance j; out m to i; endinstance; endmsc;
After the reception of a message m from instance j , instance i creates instance j . Instance j sends a message m to instance i after it has been created by instance i. The instances are waiting for each other. To avoid this kind of deadlock speci cation, the following syntax requirement is formulated.
The creation of an instance must not depend causally on any event from that instance.
To formalize this requirement the same approach is taken as towards the formalization of the syntax requirement for the causal dependency between communication events (See Section 4.4.4). The connectivity graph is extended with nodes representing the create events and with arrows between communication events and create events representing the partial ordering speci ed by the chart. The resulting graph is called a creation/message dependency graph. The nodes are labelled by either a message label or by a pair of creating and created instance names representing a process creation event. The arrows between the nodes represent the causal dependency speci ed by the chart. For the example chart the creation/message dependency graph is given in Figure 10 . In the third place, we extend the relation ch ?! from Section 4.4.4 to a relation ch =) to include the implicit ordering provided by the convention that an instance must be created before it can execute any events, not even a create event. This additional implicit ordering is re ected by the cases 3) and 4) in the following de nition. As was the case for the connectivity graph, also this syntax requirement can be formulated in terms of the creation/message dependency graph as follows: there must not be a cycle.
De nition 4.7.6. The predicate CreateDep : L(<msc>) ! IB is for all ch 2 L(<msc>) de ned by CreateDep(ch) 
+ is strict
Rules for instance decomposition
In this section the syntax requirements for instance decomposition will be considered.
Uniqueness of chart names
A document consists of a nite number of charts. A chart is referenced through a chart name. Therefore, it is required that there are no two charts within a document with the same chart name.
Within a document there must not be two or more charts with the same name.
The formalization of this requirement follows the lines of the formalization of the previously discussed uniqueness rules. First an equivalence on charts is de ned which identi es charts with the same name.
De nition 4.8. The function ChName (see Section 6) associates to a chart its name.
Using the function Charts (see Section 6), which collect all charts of a document in a multiset, the formalization of the syntax requirement is as follows. Within the charts of a document only references to charts speci ed within that document may be speci ed.
As a rst step towards the formalization of this requirement a function DeclaredChartNames is de ned which associates to a document the names of the charts de ned therein. A chart must not depend on itself, directly or through a number of decompositions.
A chart dependency graph is constructed from the textual representation of a document. The nodes of the chart dependency graph are labelled by the charts from the document and the arrows between the nodes of the graph represent the dependency relation induced by decomposition. First, a relation doc ?! is de ned which determines whether a chart has an instance which is decomposed by another chart. The requirement that a chart must not depend on itself via decomposition can now be expressed as a property of the chart dependency graph: the chart dependency graph must not contain loops. Formulated in terms of the relation underlying the chart dependency graph the formalization is as follows. Both the charts in the document respect the uniqueness rule for instances from Section 4.2. But in this situation the charts ex and d are related via the decomposition of instance d of chart ex. Thereby the speci ed system consists of the nondecomposed instances of chart ex, i.e. instance i, and the nondecomposed instances of chart d, i.e. instance i. Although uniqueness of instances is respected by each chart in separation, the combination contains two instances i. The following additional uniqueness rule is formulated.
It is not allowed that two charts, from the same document, which are related via decomposition have any instances with the same name.
First a relation doc ! will be de ned which determines whether two charts are related via decomposition. Informally, this can be expressed by stating that two charts are related via decompositions if and only if there is a chart in the document which depends on both of them. Translated to the chart dependency graph this amounts to: two charts are related via decompositions if and only if they have a common ancestor in the chart dependency graph. Within chart example there are messages (d; i; m) and (d; j ; m). Clearly the syntax requirement for the uniqueness of messages is not violated in this chart. In chart d there are messages (k; env; m) and (l; env; m). Also for this chart the syntax requirement for the uniqueness of messages is not violated. But now it is impossible to determine which message output on the decomposed instance is connected to which message output to the environment of the chart. For this reason the following syntax requirement is formulated.
On an instance there must not be two or more message output events with the same message identi er. On an instance there must not be two or more message input events with the same message identi er.
The formalization of this rule is almost analogous to the formalization of the syntax requirement for the uniqueness of messages in Section 4.4.2. Only the equivalence relations and need to be adjusted. All other predicates remain the same. In an early stage of design only the speci cation of the interaction with the other functional blocks is given. Later on in the development stage there may well be a need for a more concise description of that functional block. As a result there may be a need for a partition of the functional block into several functional blocks. Meanwhile the interaction with the original functional blocks remains the same. This yields the following syntax requirement.
There must be a unique correspondence between the external message outputs of a decomposed instance and the message outputs of the corresponding chart which are sent to the exterior. An analogous correspondence must hold for incoming messages.
With respect to a given instance, an external message output of that instance is a message output which is sent by the given instance but not also recieved by the at instance. Analogously, an external message input is a message input which is not sent by its receiving instance. An environmental message output is a message output that is sent to the environment. An environmental message input is a message input that is received from the environment. The functions ExtOutputs and EnvOutputs determine the set of external message outputs of an instance and the set of environmental outputs of a chart respectively. Analogously, the function ExtInputs and EnvInputs determine analogous sets for message inputs.
De nition 4.8.13. The predicate Cor : L(<inst def>) L(<msc>) ! IB is for all d 2 L(<inst def>) and ch 2 L(<msc>) de ned by Cor(d; ch) 
Conclusions
We presented a set of syntax requirements for Message Sequence Charts which, in our opinion, is minimal in the sense that these requirements make sure that the charts have a clear intuitive meaning.
6 Auxiliary functions and predicates
In this section the de nitions of the following functions and predicates are given: Address, AllInsts, Charts, ChBody, ChName, Comms, CondEvents, CondName, CreateEvents, CreateName, DocBody, Inputs, InstBody, InstHead, InstName, MsgId, Outputs.
= 2 = CondEvents(stop;) = 2 = CondEvents(e ib) = CondEvents(ib) if e 6 2 L(<condition>) CondEvents(e ib) = e] t CondEvents(ib) = 2 = Outputs(stop;) = 2 = Outputs(e ib) = Outputs(e) t Outputs(ib) The function Outputs : L(<inst def>) ! IM (L(<out>)) is for all i 2 L(<inst def>) de ned by Outputs(i) = Outputs(InstBody(i))
